ABSTRACT Intrinsically disordered Phe-Gly nucleoporins (FG Nups) within nuclear pore complexes exert multivalent interactions with transport receptors (Karyopherins (Kaps)) that orchestrate nucleocytoplasmic transport. Current FG-centric views reason that selective Kap translocation is promoted by alterations in the barrier-like FG Nup conformations. However, the strong binding of Kaps with the FG Nups due to avidity contradicts rapid Kap translocation in vivo. Here, using surface plasmon resonance, we innovate a means to correlate in situ mechanistic (molecular occupancy and conformational changes) with equilibrium (binding affinity) and kinetic (multivalent binding kinetics) aspects of Karyopherinb1 (Kapb1) binding to four different FG Nups. A general feature of the FxFG domains of Nup214, Nup62, and Nup153 is their capacity to extend and accommodate large numbers of Kapb1 molecules at physiological Kapb1 concentrations. A notable exception is the GLFG domain of Nup98, which forms a partially penetrable cohesive layer. Interestingly, we find that a slowly exchanging Kapb1 phase forms an integral constituent within the FG Nups that coexists with a fast phase, which dominates transport kinetics due to limited binding with the pre-occupied FG Nups at physiological Kapb1 concentrations. Altogether, our data reveal an emergent Kap-centric barrier mechanism that may underlie mechanistic and kinetic control in the nuclear pore complex.
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) perforate the nuclear envelope that separates the nucleus and cytoplasm in eukaryotic cells (1) (2) (3) . Each NPC facilitates the continuous bidirectional exchange of specific cargoes for maintaining cellular order and function. Despite its putative~50 nm diameter (2), the upper limit for non-signal-mediated passive transport through the NPC is~40 kDa (4) . Thus, small molecules diffuse freely through the NPC, whereas macromolecules >~5 nm in size are withheld (5) . Remarkably, soluble transport receptors (6) , such as the 97 kDa import receptor karyopherinb1 (Kapb1), also known as importinb (7) , gain rapid and exclusive NPC access despite exceeding the passive limit. On this basis, nucleocytoplasmic transport is orchestrated by Kaps that identify and shuttle signal-specific cargoes from the complex biological milieu (sometimes using Kapa/importina as an adaptor) through NPCs (8) . In the absence of Kaps, the exquisite selectivity of the NPC is demonstrated in the rejection of even signal-specific cargoes, which are smaller entities than entire Kap-cargo complexes (9) . Still, because the size of a legitimate Kapcargo complex far exceeds the passive transport limit, it is generally accepted that a molecular gating mechanism alleviates spatial constraints and underlies NPC functionality and transport control (10) .
Located within the NPC interior are 11 distinct nucleoporins (Nups) that bear large numbers of phenylalanineglycine (FG)-repeat motifs (FG Nups) (11) . Current estimates indicate that a total of~200 FG Nups circumscribe the entire central channel in multiples of eight from the cytoplasmic periphery to the central plane to the distal ring of the nuclear basket. The FG Nups are tethered to the inner walls of the NPC by anchor domains from which FG-rich domains emanate to occupy the aqueous space within the central channel (12) . The FG domains are large intrinsically disordered polypeptides (13) that are fundamental to the NPC gating mechanism for two apparent reasons: 1), the FG-repeat motifs exert binding interactions with Kaps (7, (14) (15) (16) ; and 2), their collective barrierforming properties exclude passive molecules (10) . The FG domains can be categorized by their FG-repeat motifs (i.e., GLFG, FxFG, and FG) (17) , hydrophobicity, and overall net charge (18) (19) (20) (21) . Solution biochemical analyses, as well as in vivo studies, generally show that FxFG domains exhibit noncohesive properties (17, 22) . As an example, the surface-tethered FxFG domains of Nup153 and Nup62 form extensible brush-like layers that support this view (23, 24) . On the other hand, GLFG domains are more cohesive (17, 22) . Subsequent studies show that both FG-domain types can cohere into macroscopic hydrogels under nonphysiological conditions (25-28).
Although it remains a formidable problem to visualize FG-domain morphology inside the NPC, the contrasting properties of the FG domains largely dominate the basis of mechanistic FG-barrier-centric models. Given the notion that a lack of binding implies NPC rejection, sufficient Kap-FG binding is thought to cause a transient breach or opening in the FG-domain barrier to make space for translocation to proceed. The selective phase model derives from the characteristics of macroscopic FG hydrogels whereby the FG domains form a sieve-like meshwork that only Kaps can dissolve or melt through (25-28). The virtual gating/polymer brush model is based on the brush-like behavior of surface-tethered FG domains that entropically exclude nonspecific cargoes (3, 23, 29) while promoting Kap access by 'reversibly collapsing' (30). On this basis, it has been postulated that Kap-cargo complexes diffuse on a hydrophobic FG-rich layer of permanently collapsed FG domains that coat the NPC walls, also referred to as 'reduction of dimensionality ' (31,32) . Finally the two-gate/forest model describes how inter-and intra-FG-domain cohesion together with other noncohesive regions might define a particular barrier arrangement that demarcates distinct zones of traffic through the NPC (17, 21) .
Further details regarding possible NPC-barrier entry mechanisms are sparse. Each Kapb1 molecule consists of 10 hydrophobic grooves on its outer HEAT-repeat surface that can all potentially bind FG repeats (7, 33, 34) . Given that the number of FG repeats per FG domain also varies from 5 to~50 in vertebrates, Kap-FG-domain binding involves highly multivalent interactions (10) , which are generally known to impart a strong avidity that enhances stability and specificity (35) . However, this is paradoxical in the context of the NPC (36) , because the high submicromolar Kapb1-FG-domain binding affinities (33, 37, 38) predict slow off rates (given a diffusion-limited on rate) that contradict the rapid (~5 ms) in vivo dwell time (39) . As this implies, Kap-FG binding ought to be sufficiently strong to ensure selectivity but also weak enough to promote fast translocation through the NPC. Nonetheless, an explanation as to how Kap-FG binding kinetics is balanced against the mechanistic control of the FG-domain barrier is still lacking.
In this work, we use surface plasmon resonance (SPR) to compare and contrast Kapb1 binding to the FG domains from different NPC sites: the cytoplasmic periphery (Nup214) (40) , the central channel (Nup62 and Nup98) (41, 42) , and the nuclear basket (Nup153) (43) . At high surface densities, Nup214, Nup62, and Nup153 are able to form extended molecular brushes, whereas a lack of extensibility in Nup98 indicates that it forms a single cohesive surface layer. We find that Nup214, Nup62, and Nup153 accommodate Kapb1 with a high molecular occupancy at physiological concentrations (44) (i.e., 4-20 mM Kapb1). In comparison, Nup98 is only partially penetrable to Kapb1. Finally, we implement a kinetic analysis based on the regularization method of Svitel et al. (45, 46) that uses singular value decomposition to extract the effective on rates and off rates associated with heterogeneous multivalent binding. These results are complemented by equilibrium analyses, which reveal that Kapb1-FG-domain binding is characterized by high-and low-affinity phases that vary depending on Kapb1 occupancy within the FG-domain layer. This suggests that a Kap-centric rather than an FGdomain-centric barrier mechanism regulates transport selectivity and speed through the NPC.
METHODS

Cloning and expression of recombinant proteins
Full-length human Kapb1 was cloned, expressed, and purified as described previously (47) . Protein purity was analyzed by 12% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis at 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate and Kapb1 concentration was determined by measuring its absorption at 280 nm. The FG domains of human cNup153, cNup98, and cNup62 were cloned, expressed, and purified as described before (24, 47) . A construct containing the FG domain of cNup214 in pETM-11 was kindly provided by B. Fahrenkrog. To allow attachment of cNup214 to the Au surface, the first amino acid preceding the fragment's original sequence was mutated into cysteine by site-directed mutagenesis using the primers cNup214 was then expressed and purified as described (24) . The final purity of the His 6 -tag-free FG domains was analyzed by 12% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis at 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (Supporting Material).
Dynamic light-scattering measurements
The hydrodynamic radii of the purified proteins were measured by dynamic light scattering (Zetasizer Nano, Malvern Instruments Ltd, Worcestershire, United Kingdom), as previously described (24) .
SPR measurements
All SPR measurements were performed at 25 C in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at pH7.2 (GIBCO, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) in a four-flow-cell Biacore T100 instrument (GE Healthcare Life Sciences/ Biacore, Uppsala, Sweden) as described before (24) .
Kinetic analysis of multivalent interactions
Binding data were analyzed using a model that calculates a discrete distribution of kinetic states (k on,i , k off,i ), as introduced by Svitel et al. (46) . For the interaction maps, we populated a set of 36 Â 36 (k on,i , k off,i ) pairs and constructed k on and k off versus K D maps, where the color intensity corresponds to the fractional abundance. The accompanying histograms are summed over the respective axis values. Tikhonov-regularized solutions were obtained using the Regularization Tools package by Per Christian Hansen (48) and an active set method was applied to provide nonnegativity (49) . All calculations and visualizations were performed using Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA). See the Supporting Material for details. periphery, central channel, and distal ring, respectively, on an outline of the NPC obtained from Xenopus laevis oocytes (50) . This accounts for their estimated copy numbers based on the eightfold rotational symmetry of the NPC (51, 52) , including the uncertainty in their relative positions based on immunogold localization studies (40) (41) (42) (43) , which is 5~15 nm in the NPC axis and 520 nm in the radial axis. Needless to say, it remains difficult to calculate exactly how closely spaced (i.e., axially and circumferentially) the FG domains are in the NPC (53) , which in part is the motivation for this work. Recent evidence suggests that close packing is expected within the central channel for Nup62 based on the presence of 128 copies per NPC (52) (see Fig. 1 ). The cysteine-modified FGdomain constructs used in this study are Nup214 (amino acids (aa) 1809-2090; partial FxFG domain), Nup62 (aa 1-240; full-length FxFG domain), Nup98 (aa 1-498; full-length GLFG domain), and Nup153 (aa 874-1475; full-length FxFG domain); for details, see the Supporting Material. For clarity, these are termed cNup214, cNup62, cNup98, and cNup153, respectively. From dynamic lightscattering analyses, their measured hydrodynamic radii (r h ) are 3.4 5 1.5 nm (cNup214), 3.7 5 1.7 nm (cNup62), 5.6 5 1.6 nm (cNup98), and 5.1 5 3.2 nm (cNup153).
RESULTS
SPR characterization of surface-tethered FG domains
Briefly, our SPR experiments use bovine serum albumin (BSA) molecules, which act as inert noninteracting probes that naturally feel the intrinsic exclusion volume of the FG domains (i.e., their thickness) (Fig. 2 A) . A comprehensive description of the method and related calculations can be found in studies by Schoch and colleagues (24, 54) . A first BSA injection provides the initial FG-domain-layer thickness (d cNup ; Fig. 2 B) , using the expression (Fig. 2 C) . Likewise, the average distance between bound Kapb1 molecules, g Kap , at each respective Kapb1 concentration can be obtained using Eq. 2 (substituting R Kap for R cNup ).
Conformational characterization of surfacetethered FG domains Fig. 3 summarizes the dependence of d cNup on g cNup . A general feature of all four FG domains is that their layer thicknesses increase as g cNup decreases. For brevity, our analysis considers two regimes: 1), close-packed, where g cNup < r h ; and 2), sparse, where g cNup > r h . In the close-packed regime, the FG domains have a tendency to form extended molecular brushes that obey the scaling behavior of polyelectrolytic intrinsically disordered proteins (55) . By definition, brush formation occurs when surface-tethered polymeric chains stretch away from their anchoring sites due to lateral crowding. This does not preclude the existence of intra-or inter-FG-domain interactions, which depend on the intrinsic physicochemical properties of each FG domain (e.g., hydrophobicity and charge; see Table S1 in the Supporting Material). At their smallest obtainable grafting distances, the noncohesive FxFG domains of cNup214, cNup62, and cNup153 form molecular brushes which reach maximal thicknesses of d cNup~2 0 nm in the close-packed regime. In contrast, cNup98 exhibits a limited extension in the close-packed regime despite its relatively large amino acid composition (498 aa) and r h , which comes closest to that of cNup153 (602 aa). Yet cNup98 exhibits a maximum thickness of~11 nm when g cNup ¼ 4 nm, which is approximately half the thickness of cNup153 at the same grafting distance. This indicates that cNup98 is inherently more compact and cohesive compared to the other FxFG domains (22, 28) .
Molecular occupancy of Kapb1 bound within close-packed FG-domain layers
Subsequent changes in close-packed FG-domain thickness due to Kapb1 binding (d cNup$Kap ) can be correlated to the relative arrangement of Kapb1 molecules bound within the layer (Supporting Material) . This was monitored by titrating Kapb1 in the sequence 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 62.5, and 125 nM, and 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6 to 13.6 mM. Fig. 4 summarizes the Kapb1-binding response across all experiments for each close-packed FG domain (5-10 experiments per FG domain), which we describe in three ways. First, the relative change in layer thickness (Dd cNup$Kap /d cNup ) is shown as a function of surface density of bound Kapb1 (r Kapb1 ), which is related to the number of Kapb1 layers formed (Fig. 4 A) . This relation is given as 2200 RU or 1000 Da/nm 2 , based on the amount of material that corresponds to the equivalent of one (net) Kapb1 layer (24) . Second, the change in the total protein mass density within the layer (Dn total in Da/nm 3 , which accounts for both Kapb1 and the FG-domain mass per unit volume) is plotted as a function of Dd cNup$Kap /d cNup (Fig. 4 B) (see the Supporting Material). Based on this plot, three different conformational responses can be distinguished: compaction (I), where Dn total is positive and Dd cNup$Kap /d cNup is negative; compact extension (II), where Dn total and Dd cNup$Kap /d cNup are positive; and porous extension (III), where Dn total is negative and Dd cNup$Kap /d cNup is positive (i.e., the layer becomes more porous). Third, the representative level of molecular occupancy of Kapb1 that is reached is illustrated within each close-packed FG-domain layer at the highest applied Kapb1 concentrations (Fig. 4 C) .
Overall, each FG domain exhibits its own characteristic response upon binding Kapb1. cNup214 almost doubles its initial thickness value (Dd cNup214$Kap /d cNup214 ¼ 0.8) at the point where one Kapb1 layer is bound. From here, Kapb1 occupancy increases up to 2.5 layers (at maximum titration) without any further increase in thickness. We find from Dn total that cNup214 reaches a maximum porous extension after initial Kapb1 binding followed by a filling of the layer as subsequent Kapb1 molecules bind. In comparison, cNup62 collapses into a more compact layer upon initial Kapb1 binding, as indicated by the decrease in Dd cNup62$Kap /d cNup62 with increasing Dn total . This is followed by a recovery phase and a compact extension that accommodates a maximum of two Kapb1 layers (24) . In a similar way, cNup153 first undergoes a reversible collapse transition (30) (Kapb1 < 60 nM) before exhibiting compact extension at higher Kapb1 concentrations. Indeed, this reaches 1.75d cNup153 (~35 nm), which accommodates up to five Kapb1 layers at 13.6 mM Kapb1.
Interestingly, cNup98 undergoes a compaction at very low Kapb1 concentrations (<30 nM) followed by a small increase in thickness, incorporating less than one Kapb1 layer at physiological Kapb1 concentration. Given that d cNup98$Kap reaches a maximum of 14 nm and that Kapb1 can be approximated as a sphere with a diameter of 9.9 nm (24), the decrease in Dn total likely results from a partial (i.e., incomplete) penetration of Kapb1 into the compact cNup98 layer, which cannot extend further due to intrinsic cohesion. Based on the above analysis, the differing extensibilities upon Kapb1 binding of each close-packed FG domain are given as cNup214 > cNup153 > cNup62 > cNup98.
Molecular occupancy of Kapb1 bound to sparse FG-domain layers
The thickness of a sparse FG-domain layer is underestimated due to an interdigitation or penetration by BSA molecules into the gaps or spaces between individual FG-domain mushrooms. Instead, we compare g cNup to g Kap , which shows that the maximal Kapb1 occupancy does not exceed one Kapb1 bound per FG-domain molecule (Supporting Material).
Kapb1 binding avidity depends on FG-domain surface density
In terms of Kapb1-FG-domain binding equilibrium, the results of Langmuir isotherm analyses vary widely, depending on FG-domain surface density (Fig. 5 A) . The resulting equilibrium dissociation constants (K D ) (Fig. 5 B) show that Kapb1 binds moderately at~1 mM K D for all FG domains in a sparse configuration where a single isolated FG-domain molecule effectively binds one Kapb1 molecule (see previous section). In comparison, the experimental Kapb1 binding data obtained in the close-packed FG-domain regime requires a two-component Langmuir isotherm fit (Supporting Material) . Here, a high-affinity species (K D~1 00 nM to 1 mM) represents tight Kapb1 binding given the high FG-repeat density in each close-packed FGdomain layer. The increase in Kapb1 occupancy at higher concentrations leads to a reduction of free FG repeats within the layer, which results in a second, low-affinity species (K D 10 mM). It is important to note that this increase in K D represents a general hallmark of binding avidity that reflects a reduction of multivalent interactions when a close-packed FG-domain layer becomes saturated with Kapb1. At that stage, fewer FG repeats are available, and subsequent Kapb1 binding becomes weak as avidity is diminished.
Kinetic analysis of multivalent Kapb1 binding to close-packed FG domains
To obtain a parsimonious distribution of kinetic constants, we applied the analysis introduced by Svitel et al. (45, 46) , which uses a two-dimensional distribution of association and dissociation rate constants (k on,i , k off,i ) to describe Kapb1-FG-domain binding as a superposition of pseudofirst-order reactions (Supporting Material) . Briefly, this circumvents difficulties associated with analyzing heterogeneous interfacial interactions that are often encountered in multivalent systems (56) (57) (58) . In the context of this study, Kapb1 binding depends on the FG-domain surface density and the number of Kapb1 molecules already bound. Here, k on describes how quickly a Kapb1 molecule locates and binds to FG repeats within an FG-domain layer, whereas k off correlates to Kapb1-FG-domain binding strength and stability. Rather than modeling the binding of Kapb1 to individual FG repeats, the analysis (Fig. 6 A) considers a two-dimensional lattice containing 10 Â 10 nm 2 surface sites (given the 10 nm size of Kapb1 (24)). Each surface site is sticky (in analogy to containing FG domains), and allows for analyte (Kapb1) molecules to bind, as kinetically modeled by
where L denotes the empty surface sites, A s is the analyte concentration in solution, and LA 1 to LA n correspond to surface sites where n represents the number of analytes that can bind per surface site. Here, we define n ¼ 3, 3, 1, and 3 for cNup214, cNup62, cNup98, and cNup153, respectively. This imposes a sequential binding constraint that mimics the multilayered Kapb1-FG-domain binding characteristics observed experimentally (Fig. 4) .
Fitting the SPR sensograms by this method (Fig. 6 B) provides a constellation of k on and k off values in the interaction maps shown for each FG domain (Fig. 7, A-D) . Distribution analysis reveals distinct populations of k on and k off that can be grouped into slow (low k off ) and fast (high k off ) kinetic phases irrespective of the FG domain (Fig. 7 E) . The slow phase is manifested as a band with intense peaks for k off < 10 À3 s À1 and k on < 10 6 M À1 s À1 , whereas the fast phase has a speckled distribution around k off~1 0 0 s À1 and k on~1 0 6 M À1 s À1 and a lower overall population, as seen from the accompanying histograms. This fast phase accounts for 10% of bound Kapb1 molecules that exhibit a quick dissociation, as is found from the SPR sensograms (Supporting Material) . An interesting feature of the slow phase for all FG domains is the occurrence of two to three peaks in k on that decrease from~10 5 
e., low affinity). This likely denotes the transition from a moderate rate of penetration to a largely vacant FG-domain layer at low Kapb1 concentrations, to a slower rate of entry at higher concentrations due to a reduction of accessible binding sites within the layer and to other effects, such as layer extension and steric hindrance caused by increasing Kapb1 occupancy. A slow release then follows in both cases once a stable complex is formed due to binding avidity. It is important to point out that this is accompanied by the emergence of the fast phase, which becomes more prominent at higher Kapb1 concentrations (i.e., high K D ) and can be correlated to limited binding at the periphery of the FG-domain layer due to the onset of saturation inside it.
Interestingly, we find that k on and k off provide a broad range of K D values. The maxima in the distributions as seen from the histograms on the top of each map correlate well with K D1~1 00 nM from equilibrium analysis (Fig. 5 B) . In addition, we find high K D distributions with peaks at~1 mM, 3.4 mM, 8.5 mM, and 2.3 mM for cNup214, cNup62, cNup98, and Nup153, respectively. Nevertheless, we note that the observed high K D values have contributions from both slow and fast binding species with short or long half-lives, respectively (defined from k off ). Yet, in kinetic terms, the vast Kapb1 majority that interacts with an already saturated FG-domain layer is in the fast phase. This is because they bind and unbind in a dynamic fashion with much higher attempt frequencies. Here, the fraction of interactions that lead into the slow phase can be estimated from k on (slow)/k on (fast) (i.e., 10 1 /10 6 ), which corresponds to 0.001% at high Kapb1 concentrations. To state this more clearly, the existence of the slow phase is not diminished at the highest Kapb1 concentrations, nor is the existence of the fast phase diminished at low Kapb1 concentrations. It is just that at high concentrations, the slow phase becomes less accessible due to hindered penetration into a saturated layer, which on the other hand enhances the fast phase.
Kinetic analysis of multivalent Kapb1 binding to sparse FG domains
The K D distribution in the sparse FG-domain regime is narrow, in agreement with equilibrium Langmuir isotherm analysis (Fig. 5 B) . Here, the fast phase is still present but is reduced in population, i.e., a lower fraction of complexes with high k off R 0.001 is observed. It is also striking that the slow k on phase is well defined, with a single dominant peak of similar magnitude to that of saturated close-packed FG-domain layers, i.e., 10 1 -10 3 M À1 s
À1
. Nonetheless, the reduction in k on that is correlated to the level of Kapb1 occupancy in the close-packed regime does not feature in the sparse regime (Supporting Material).
DISCUSSION
Relevance of FG-domain Kapb1 occupancy for the NPC
The following principles generally apply to FG-centric barrier models. First, FG-domain behavior must exhibit barrier-like functionality. Second, sufficiently strong Kap-FG interactions are required to ensure NPC transport selectivity, because insufficient binding implies barrier rejection. Third, Kap-FG interactions cause conformational FGdomain changes (e.g., by 'reversibly collapsing' or 'rapidly dissolving') to alleviate spatial constraints imposed by the barrier. Fourth, and paradoxically, high Kap mobility follows from strong binding.
With the exception of cNup98, a key finding here is the high molecular occupancy of Kapb1 in the FxFG domains of cNup214, cNup62, and cNup153 at physiological concentrations of Kapb1. Indeed, this has been observed in cells where~100 Kapb1 molecules populate the NPC at steady state (44, 59) . By accounting for Kapb1 at physiological concentrations, we find that most of the bound Kapb1 molecules penetrate and occupy the FG-domain layers due to Kapb1-FG binding avidity. The low K D values (i.e.,~100 nM) in combination with slow unbinding kinetics (k off < 10 À3 s À1 or, in terms of half-lives, >693 s) reflect that Kapb1 forms stable multivalent complexes inside the FGdomain layer at steady state. Although such strong binding might ensure biochemical selectivity, it cannot account for the rapid~5 ms NPC translocation times (39) . Hence, this predicts that only a slow transport phase would proceed through a close-packed FG-domain barrier if it were to span the entire NPC (e.g., meshwork). This is because equal numbers of FG repeats would be accessible to bind individual Kapb1 molecules given their homogenous distribution in the NPC channel.
How then might Kaps proceed? Our results reveal that a low-affinity fraction of Kapb1 (K D T 1 mM) dominates at physiological concentrations once an FG-domain layer is saturated and pre-occupied with Kapb1. This low-affinity species experiences hindered penetration due to increased steric effects arising from FG-domain layer extension and saturation to promote a fast phase with limited access to FG repeats at the layer periphery. Our kinetic analysis shows that over time only an estimated 0.001% of the total interactions would lead to the slow phase at physiological concentrations. Thus, in the scenario of a pre-occupied NPC, most Kapb1 molecules entering the central channel would remain in the fast phase. Meanwhile, cNup98 is able to promote fast transport because its intralayer cohesion makes it the least penetrable to Kapb1. Indeed, a similar situation can be expected if nonspecific proteins from cell lysate are able to bind and occupy the FG domains (36) . In accordance with theory (60), our findings show that optimal Kap-FG-domain interaction strength can be tuned by saturating the FG domains with Kapb1. With their fast off rates (k off~1 s À1 ) and short half-lives (<100 ms), these species would dominate fast transport through the NPC at physiological Kap concentrations. Nevertheless, this would require an unobstructed path to support transport by the fast phase, such as a single central channel that would be surrounded by the peripheries of Kap-occupied FG-domain layers, as recently shown by single-molecule fluorescence detection (61, 62) .
Model of Kap-centric NPC control
A major consequence of our findings is that at physiological concentrations, the tightly bound slow-phase Kapb1 molecules likely form an essential barrier component of the NPC that acts against nonspecific cargoes. This represents a shift in paradigm with respect to FG-centric barrier models (e.g., brush, meshwork) because it highlights the role of interacting FG domains and Kaps rather than FG domains alone. We find that the FG domains appear to act as a flexible velcro-like scaffold that can extend and contract with increasing or decreasing Kap occupancy, as illustrated by the ability of infiltrating nanoparticles to control molecular brush morphology (63) . In addition, we predict that Kap occupancy dictates NPC barrier conformation, transport selectivity, and speed in the NPC.
Such a Kap-centric barrier model is shown in Fig. 8 . At physiological concentration, the NPC mechanism consists of a majority of slow-phase Kapb1 molecules that are incorporated within extended FxFG domains that line the central channel toward the NPC periphery, with the exception Biophysical Journal 106 (8) 1751-1762 of Nup98 (i.e., GLFG), which forms a cohesive annular ring around the central plane. Together, the Kaps and the engorged FG domains surround a narrow aqueous channel along the NPC axis that enforces the passive size limit while remaining selective to fast-phase Kapb1 molecules that bind weakly enough to diffuse along peripheral regions of the FG domains, e.g., by a reduction of dimensionality (31,32). Any perturbation that reduces Kapb1 occupancy would lead to a retraction of the barrier and a decrease in selectivity (i.e., the pore would become more leaky) because of a widening of the aqueous channel. This leads to a slowdown of subsequent Kapb1 transport given the increase of free FG repeats. We remark, however, that this repopulation of the NPC by slow Kapb1 species provides a feedback mechanism that reinstates Kap occupancy, self-heals FGdomain conformation (24) , and thereafter normalizes transport selectivity and speed control. This may explain how the mechanistic (occupancy) and kinetic (FG-repeat availability) characteristics of the barrier are balanced to accommodate local perturbations in the NPC (i.e., higher Kapb1 occupancy 0 higher selectivity/less leaky, fast Kapb1 transport, and lower Kapb1 occupancy 0 lower selectivity/more leaky, slow Kapb1 transport).
It is important to note that the molecular view we propose directly agrees with the preferential binding of Kapb1 along the NPC walls due to FG-domain binding and may further embody the interactions that underlie the NPC transport pathway as a 'self-regulated viscous channel' (61, 62) .
Further validations can be found from the inverse correlation between (decreasing) Kapb1 interaction time and (increasing) import efficiency with increasing Kapb1 concentrations where efficient nuclear transport commences only at sufficiently high Kapb1 concentrations (>1.5 mM) (64). Our work also predicts that a continuum of different transport rates can exist depending on local NPC Kap concentrations. This scenario explains why the NPC cannot be devoid of Kaps, because any Kap that encounters an FG-domain-only barrier would suffer from high FG-binding avidity and slow down. A final provocative consequence of a Kap-centric barrier mechanism is that a reduction of Kaps rather than FG domains (65) would result in NPC leakiness. As a case in point, an increased presence of Kaps seems to tighten barrier functionality in both FG-domain gels (26) and artificial NPCs (66) .
Relevance of surface-tethered FG domains
In contrast to the in-solution behavior of nontethered FG domains, the NPC interior presents many closely tethered FG domains that display collective functional characteristics in vivo (67) . Our work indicates that FG-domain surface tethering is an essential contextual consideration for the NPC, because it defines the pore boundary, establishes FG-domain orientation with respect to an interface, and enforces a limit on Kap occupancy (and how far FG domains can extend). As shown, Kapb1 binding avidity depends FIGURE 8 Kap-centric control in NPCs. Kapb1 is an integral constituent of the NPC at physiological steady-state conditions. Selective barrier functionality against nonspecific cargoes is provided by slow-phase Kapb1 molecules (dark green) that saturate and engorge peripheral FG domains (e.g., Nup214 and Nup153). Fast-phase Kapb1 molecules (light green) promote fast transport through a narrow central channel (e.g., Nup62) due to the limited availability of FG repeats. Nup98 coheres into a narrow annular ring or bottleneck at the central plane of the NPC. Kapb1 reduction leads to barrier contraction and a decrease in selectivity because of a widening of the aqueous channel. The availability of free FG repeats slows down the transport of Kapb1 molecules, which eventually repopulate the FG domains to reinstate normal Kap occupancy and, thereafter, selectivity and speed control. NPCs devoid of Kapb1 are likely unphysiological. To see this figure in color, go online.
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on FG-domain surface density as would be defined by 1), FG-domain copy numbers (51), 2), FG-domain tethering sites within the central NPC channel (1), and 3), the corresponding distances between neighboring tethering sites (i.e., FG-domain surface density). In the close-packed regime, all the FxFG domains studied here (cNup214, cNup62, and cNup153) exhibit molecular brush behavior and have a large capacity to incorporate up to two layers or more of Kapb1 molecules at physiological Kapb1 concentrations, albeit with varying degrees of extensibility.
On the other hand, cNup98 forms a short compact GLFG domain layer that is only partially penetrable to Kapb1. This suggests that the close-packed, surface-tethered form of cNup98 may cohere more strongly than pure Nup98 hydrogels, where Kapb1 penetrated a depth of a few micrometers (28). Further functional correlations are difficult to establish, because a hydrogel can be comprised of fibrous meshworks and sub-micrometer-sized porous channels with unique morphological and sieving properties (68) .
CONCLUSIONS
To our knowledge, these findings provide novel evidence for a paradigm where Kaps serve as integral, possibly regulatory constituents of the NPC by balancing mechanistic with kinetic control over the NPC barrier mechanism. This is consistent with the observation that NPCs are not devoid of Kaps at physiological concentrations. Here, the role of multivalency is twofold: it allows for a slow phase of Kapb1 to penetrate and drive the extension of FG domains (i.e., the barrier) due to high binding avidity followed by a fast transient phase of Kapb1 that proceeds with reduced avidity along the peripheral regions of the FG domains. As such, a provocative ramification is that the effectiveness of the NPC barrier changes with local Kap concentration. Nevertheless, it is unclear how the effect of confinement within a cylindrical geometry will influence the observed effects. Therefore, it will be important to test for Kapcentric control in NPCs and biomimetic nanopores (47, 66) in the presence of different Kaps, cargoes, and nuclear transport factors (e.g., RanGTP).
SUPPORTING MATERIAL
One table and seven figures are available at http://www.biophysj.org/ biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(14)00227-6. This work is supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation, the Biozentrum, and the Swiss Nanoscience Institute. The purity of all expressed proteins, including Kapβ1, cNup214, cNup62, cNup98 and cNup153, was verified using 12% PAGE--SDS (Fig. S1 B) . Table S1 . Intrinsic properties of cNup214, cNup62, cNup98 and cNup153 *If this value <<0.5 then the sequence is cohesive and if this value >> 0.5 then it is considered to be repulsive.
Sequence of the FG domain constructs and purity analysis of expressed proteins
Intrinsic properties of the FG domain constructs
Definition of a Kapβ1 layer
Eq. 2 is used to estimate the next--neighbor distance between Kapβ1 molecules within the FG domain layer. This distance can be smaller than the average diameter of a Kapβ1 molecule (ca. 9.9 nm (1)) because Eq. 2 provides a projection of all bound molecules into a single plane. In this case, more than one Kapβ1 layer is formed (1) . The number of Kapβ1 layers can then be calculated by: 
Measuring FG domain layer thickness
The initial thickness (d cNup ) of a surface tethered FG domain layer is calculated using Eq. 
In this way, direct correlations can be established between the surface density/no. of bound Kapβ1 layers with the change in FG domain layer thickness (Fig. 4) .
Determining equilibrium binding constants
In all cases the effective equilibrium dissociation constant (K D ) was determined by fitting a plot of the SPR--response of Kapβ1 at steady state (R eq ) as a function of Kapβ1 bulk concentration with a Langmuir absorption isotherm of i components with i= 1 or 2:
where C Kap is the bulk Kapβ1 concentration and R max,i denotes the maximal binding response for each respective K Di . In the closed--packed regime, the experimental data points were best fit by a two--component Langmuir isotherm. 
Stoichiometric analysis of Kapβ1--FG domain binding
where c is the analyte concentration and t is time i.e,. with the best fit obtained for the non--extending Nup98. For the extending Nups, as can be seen from the residuals in Fig. 6B , the association phase shows fast saturation that can not be fit well together with the slow dissociation phase. We attribute this behavior to changes in the layer binding capacity as the binding reaction progresses. An improved binding model would be able to adjust the number of layers to the equilibrium extension of the layer at a certain concentration of analyte. Another limitation concerns the discrete distribution in affinity/kinetics of binding sites that changes with occupancy of the layer rather than being defined for the entire range of concentrations and as a consequence the fit usually shows higher deviation at low concentrations (see Fig. 6B and Fig. S5 ).
Precision of kinetic analysis
In order to test the precision of the kinetic analysis in revealing individual kinetic species we constructed a model--sensogram that is more elaborate than only 1:1 binding and subsequently calculated the (k on,i , k off,i )--pairs assuming simple pseudo first order kinetics. The model considers two--state binding and a transition in binding site affinity:
where the surface sites L can undergo transition into L* with constant k tr (k --tr ) that changes the set of kinetics from k 1 to k 2 for analyte (A s ) binding. This is shown in Fig. S3 where we have initially only surface sites L and as the reaction progresses L* is formed such that the composition of surface sites changes dynamically. provides the simplest distribution that is consistent with the data and as such minor phases could be incorporated into the shape and distribution of the major peaks in the map. Another important point to consider is that the fast initial state is apparent at K D2a , the equilibrium constant of the first reaction step, whereas the second slow phase is apparent at K D1.app , the apparent constant of the overall reaction. 
Kinetic maps of Kapβ1--FG domain binding in the sparse regime
Kapβ1 binding kinetics with sparse FG domain layers was analyzed as described above. Our results show multivalent behaviour with fast and slow kinetic species (Fig. S6) . However, the fraction of fast interacting Kapβ1 species is smaller as in the case of close--packed layers and the equilibrium dissociation constant (K D ) has a relatively narrow distribution (histograms on top of the kinetic maps). This correlates well with the single--component Langmuir isotherm analysis (Fig. 5) . It is also striking that the slow k on phase is well defined with a single dominant peak that is of similar magnitude to saturated close--packed FG domain layers, i.e., 10 1 - 10 3 M --1 s --1 . Thus, the reduction in k on that is correlated to the level of Kapβ1 occupancy in the close--packed regime does not feature in the sparse regime.
